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Best for Après Ski
• Jackpine Pub – A true local hangout, 

this place serves up cold beer and 
good times. If you’re looking for a 
relaxed old-school pub, the Jackpine 
is the place for you.

• The T-bar and Grill - Located in 
the Pine Inn, The T-bar and Grill 
opens from noon until 1am. This is a 
happening place for the young and 
young at heart with cheap meals, 
music and plenty of atmosphere.  

The lesser know Canadian resort of Panorama is a small car-free town that 
has been brilliantly designed so that you are never more than a five minute 
walk from the mountain, or anything else for that matter. The skiing here is 
superb thanks to the quirky mountain and all of its deep ridges and powder 
bowls. There is something for every skier at Panorama with advanced 
areas such as the Taynton Bowl and Extreme Dream Zone to keep experts 
happy, and interesting cruisers that twist and turn down the mountain for 
intermediates. With nearly 3,000 acres of terrain across 4,000 vertical feet 
of elevation, you will be discovering stunning new runs all week. 

Recommended 
Restaurants
• The Great Hall – Right at the base of 

the mountain, The Great Hall is the 
perfect place to regroup and refuel 
for lunch, before getting back on the 
slopes. With plenty of grab and go 
options such as sandwiches and sushi 
as well as hot options too, everyone 
will be happy at The Great Hall. 

• Greys Restaurant – Located at Earl 
Grey Lodge, Greys Restaurant offers 
a relaxed gourmet dining experience. 
The open plan kitchen means guests 
can watch their food being cooked as 
they sip on a cocktail at the bar.

• Elkhorn Cabin - For a novel dining 
experience head to the Western BBQ 
at the rustic Elkhorn Cabin up the 
mountain. Arrive at 4pm and relax 
with drinks and snacks before your 
steak dinner. The evening is topped 
off with a slow guided ski back down 
the mountain under the illumination 
of headlamps. The dinner can be 
booked via the ski school. 

Top Runs
• No trip to Panorama should be complete without some heli-skiing. There is 

over 1,500 square kilometres of fresh powder to be had and some of the most 
breathtaking scenery we know of. Heli-skiing in Panorama is brilliant.

• The double back diamond terrain in the Extreme Dream Zone is the pièce de 
résistance of the resort for many advanced skiers, made up of chutes, bowls 
and tree runs. The abundance of varied blacks etched all over the ski area will 
keep even the most discerning experts happy for hours. 

• Intermediates will also be in their element thanks to the long, wide undulating 
runs that twist and turn all the way down the mountain.

• Beginners are well looked after in Panorama thanks to one of Canada’s best 
ski schools and a large dedicated learning area. There are plenty of wide, 
gentle blue and green runs for easy progression too.
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